Stop violence

Violence! Violence! Always been
Throughout my life,
Violence took me the life
Of a love one,
Seeing people getting
Killed by youth Violence
Makes you run away.

Damn!!
I hate this violence, no words can describe!
Damn!!
Family death, bad influence,
Family trouble, bullying, depression,
Drugs, alcohol,
Teens not having support of their parents,
For me these are the causes of youth violence!!

The biggest way I can help
Is by talking to my friends
About how Violence affect us.
I want to make them feel
That they are not alone,
That they have me!!
Then they can tell their friends,
And soon the whole world
Will be talking about how
Violence is not the answer.
Big or small, Violence always
Affect us all.

One day this
All will change,
STOP with the Violence
Down with
The HATE!!